TenX (PAY)

About:

TenX is a payment platform that facilitates digital and physical modes of transaction for cryptocurrencies to any merchant, even if they don't accept cryptocurrencies. Physical and digital modes of course, include bank accounts, wallets, debit cards, cash and much more.

The TenX blockchain supports the PAY token, which is the fuel that runs the network and is the cryptocurrency using which transactions on the network are made.

Advantages:

1) Stay In Crypto - Spend Your Crypto - Benefit From Crypto:

Pair your TenX Card and Wallet to spend your cryptocurrency anytime, anywhere. Our unique range of products allows you to bring together both fiat and crypto with the flexibility to choose
from different payments methods. Spend at over 42 million points of acceptance online and offline, in almost 200 countries.

2) **Choice Of Multiple Digital Currencies** : Enjoy access to several cryptocurrencies across different blockchains. Send and spend Bitcoin, Ethereum and Litecoin with the TenX wallet and Card.

3) **Advanced Security** : We strive to offer users access to an ever growing range of blockchain assets at a maximum degree of convenience, all while adhering to the highest security standards in the industry.

4) **Responsive Customer Support** : We have a dedicated and world-class support team that is always ready to help. We will get back to you on email and Rocket Chat within 24 hours.
Goal: Make cryptocurrencies spendable anywhere anytime